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In double-quantum filtering (DQF) with fast repetition sequences (Fig. 1A) can be described by use of a flow chart
(Fig. 1B) of the tensors involved. In the (n 0 1)th sequence,cycle, an intersequence stimulated echo (ISTE) can be gener-

ated by two consecutive DQF pulse sequences (1). The ISTE SQ tensors Tl,{1 during the evolution time are converted into
zero-quantum (ZQ) tensors Tl0 by a readout RF pulse (u3,can pass through the double-quantum filtering, resulting in

breakthrough of the single-quantum (SQ) signal. A technique f3). These ZQ tensors correspond to the spin state after
application of the second 907 RF pulse in the stimulated-for eliminating the ISTE has been developed by the authors

in Ref. (1), using the partition method and computer simula- echo pulse sequence (5). During the recycle or intersequence
delay (tD), the phases of the ZQ tensors remain constant.tions. In this Note, we will supplement Ref. (1) by providing

a mathematical analysis based on the density and tensor Hence, when longitudinal relaxation is not complete during
the intersequence delay, the spin accumulates a phase in theoperators (2). Furthermore, the same elimination technique

will be shown to be valid for the other DQF schemes intro- nth sequence in addition to the phase induced in the (n 0
1)th sequence. Therefore, the spin’s phase is doubled and,duced by the authors (3).

The reason ISTE passes through DQF is that the phase consequently, the ISTE passes through the DQF.
The mathematical analysis will follow the derivation inof ISTE has the same property as that of the DQ signal [for

a general discussion of the DQ signal we refer the reader to Ref. (3), but will be focused on the tensors leading to an
ISTE as described in Fig. 1B. For u1 Å 1

2p, the densityRef. (3)]. The elimination technique for ISTE consists in
making the phase property of ISTE different from that of operator s(00), corresponding to the equilibrium state before
the DQ signal by changing the phase-cycling direction in application of the first RF pulse at t Å 0, may be written as
DQF. To analyze the effects of an RF pulse (u, f) on the
phase of the signal, the irreducible tensor operator Tlm is

s(00) Å
√
5T10. [3]convenient because the phase of an NMR signal can be

explicitly described as

The superscripts 0 and / in expressions such as s(t0) and
s(t/) denote the density operator before and after applicationTlm

(u, f)
∑

l

m=Å0l

d l
m=m(u)exp[i(m 0 m*)f]Tlm=, [1]

of the RF pulse at time t, respectively (t Å 0 in Eq. [3]).
Following application of the RF pulse (1

2p, f1) at t Å 0,
density operator s(0/) consists of two SQ components, i.e.,where l denotes the rank of tensors, m and m* denote quan-

tum numbers (or coherence orders) before and after applica-
tion of the RF pulse, and dl

m=m(u) denotes the reduced rota-
s(0/) Å

√
5
2{0exp[0if1]T11 / exp[if1]T11U }, [4]

tion-matrix element (4).
The DQF pulse sequence with nonrefocused preparation

(tP) and evolution (tE) times may be expressed as where m
V

denotes 0m (m Å 1 in Eq. [4]).
During the preparation time, the first-rank tensors in Eq.

(u1, f1)—tP—(u2, f2)—tE—(u3, f3)—Acq(t2, fR), [2] [4] evolve into tensors with ranks ranging from 1 to 3
through the function f (1)

l1 (tP), but the quantum numbers of
the tensors are retained. Therefore, just before applicationwhere fn denotes the phase angle of each RF pulse with flip

angle un, t2 is the acquisition (or detection) time, and fR is of the RF pulse (u2, f2) at t Å tP, density operator s(t0P )
becomes a superposition of density operators for tensors withthe receiver phase.

The generation of ISTE in two consecutive DQF pulse different ranks, i.e.,
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FIG. 1. (A) Two consecutive DQF pulse sequences and (B) a flow chart for the tensors leading to ISTE. un, RF flip angle; fn, RF phase; tP,
preparation time; tE, evolution time; tD, recycle (or intersequence) delay.

fP Å 0f1 / f2. [11]s(t0P ) Å ∑
3

lÅ1

sl(t
0
P ), [5]

Furthermore, in deriving Eqs. [9] and [10], the identities
where

dl
MN(u) Å (01)M0Nd l

MN(u) [12]
sl(t

0
P ) Å

√
5
2 f (1)

l1 (tP){0exp[0if1]Tl1 / exp[if1]Tl1U }. [6]
and

For simplicity and without loss of generality, the carrier fre-
dl

MN(u) Å dl
NM(u) [13]quency of the NMR system is assumed to be on-resonance (6).

Application of a DQ-creation RF pulse (u2, f2) at t Å tP
have been employed to show the similarity between Cl1 andconverts the SQ tensors in Eq. [6] into tensors with quantum
Cl1U (4).numbers ranging from m Å 0l to l. Therefore, density opera-

By restricting the RF phases totor sl(t
/
P ) can be decomposed into m-quantum density opera-

tors slm(t/P ), i.e.,

fP Å
k

2
p [14]

sl(t
/
P ) Å ∑

l

mÅ0

slm(t/P ), [7]

with integer k, exp[i2fP] and exp[0i2fP] become identical,
i.e.,where slm(t/P ) involves the lth-rank tensors for both m

and 0m.
Since ISTE is derived from SQ tensors (m Å {1), the exp[i2fP] Å exp[0i2fP] Å (01)k. [15]

derivation can be simplified by focusing only on these ten-
sors. The density operator sl1(t

/
P ) for the lth-rank SQ tensors Under condition [15], Eqs. [9] and [10] may be rewritten

can be grouped into terms involving Tl1 and Tl1U by the expres- as
sion

Cl1 Å exp[0if1]Pl1(fP, u2) [16]
sl1(t

/
P ) Å

√
5
2 f (1)

l1 (tP)(Cl1Tl1 / Cl1U Tl1U ), [8]
and

where
Cl1U Å 0exp[if1]Pl1(fP, u2), [17]

Cl1 Å exp[0if1]{0dl
11(u2) / dl

11U (u2)exp[0i2fP]} [9]
respectively, where

and
Pl1(fP, u2) Å 0dl

11(u2) / dl
11U (u2)exp[i2fP]. [18]

Cl1U Å 0exp[if1]{0dl
11(u2) / dl

11U (u2)exp[i2fP]}. [10]
In Eqs. [16]–[18] and succeeding equations, fP is retained
instead of k to emphasize its physical meaning. SubstitutionIn Eqs. [9] and [10], the RF phases involved in the prepara-

tion time have been simplified by collectively defining of Cl1 and Cl1U in Eq. [8] with Eqs. [16] and [17] yields
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sl1(t
/
P ) f (0)

11 (tD) Å 1
5[4 exp(0tD/T1s) / exp(0tD/T1f)] [27]

Å
√

5
2 f (1)

l1 (tP)Pl1(fP, u2){exp[0if1]Tl1 0 exp[if1]Tl1U }. [19]
and

After SQ relaxation during the evolution time through the f (0)
13 (tD) Å 2

5[0exp(0tD/T1s) / exp(0tD/T1f)]. [28]
function f (1)

ll (tE), the density operator becomes

The density operator for the ZQ tensors before the nth se-sl1(tP / t0E ) Å
√

5
2 f (1)

l1 (tP) f (1)
ll (tE)Pl1(fP, u2)

quence is

1 {exp[0if1]Tl1 0 exp[if1]Tl1U }. [20]
sl1(T

0
R)

Following application of the readout RF pulse (u3, f3) at t
Å tP / tE, the SQ tensors in Eq. [20] are converted into

Å
√

5
2 f (1)

l1 (tP) f (1)
ll (tE) f (0)

1l (tD)dl
01(u3)Pl1(fP, u2)A(fP, fE)T10,tensors with the same rank l, but with quantum numbers

ranging from m Å 0l to l. Since only the ZQ tensors lead
[29]to an ISTE in the nth sequence, the density operator for Tl0

is next considered as
where TR is the repetition time defined as

sl1(tP / t/E )
TR Å tP / tE / tD. [30]

Å
√

5
2 f (1)

l1 (tP) f (1)
ll (tE)dl

01(u3)Pl1(fP, u2)A(f1, f3)Tl0, [21]

In Eq. [29], the phase induced on the ZQ tensors in the (n
0 1)th sequence is contained in Pl1(fP, u2) and A(fP, fE).where
When the ZQ tensors do not relax fully during the interse-
quence delay, the phase induced in the (n 0 1)th sequenceA(f1, f3) Å exp[i(0f1 / f3)] / exp[i(f1 0 f3)]. [22]
is transferred to the nth sequence, i.e., the next sequence.
For simplicity, let us define

In deriving Eqs. [21] and [22], the following identity has
been applied (4):

W Å
√

5
2 f (1)

l1 (tP) f (1)
ll (tE) f (0)

1l (tD)d l
01(u3), [31]

dl
01U (u3) Å 0dl

01(u3). [23]
and rewrite Eq. [29] as

With the collective definition of the RF phases involved
in the evolution time as sl1(T

0
R) Å WPl1(fP, u2)A(fP, fE)T10. [32]

fE Å 0f2 / f3, [24] Next, we analyze the tensors leading to an ISTE in the
nth sequence, where the RF phases are denoted with a prime,
i.e., f*1, f*2, f*3, f*P, f*E, and f*R. Following the same derivationthe phase terms in Eq. [22] can be expressed in terms of fP
as in the (n 0 1)th sequence, the density operator for theand fE as
SQ tensors before application of readout RF pulse (u3, f*3)
may be written as0f1 / f3 Å 0f1 / f2 0 f2 / f3

Å fP / fE. [25] sl1(TR / tP / t0E )

Å WPl1(fP, u2)A(fP, fE)
√

5
2 f (1)

l1 (tP) f (1)
ll (tE)Pl1(f*P, u2)Then, Eq. [22] may be rewritten as

1 {exp[0if*1]Tl1 0 exp[if*1]Tl1U }. [33]A(fP, fE) Å A(f1, f3)

Å exp[i(fP / fE)] / exp[0i(fP / fE)]. [26] After application of the readout RF pulse, only the tensors
with a quantum number 01 lead to detectable NMR signals
during the acquisition time t2. The density operator for SQDuring the intersequence delay, the ZQ tensors relax lon-

gitudinally through the function f (0)
1l (tD), for example (7, 8), tensor Tl1U may be written as
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andsl1(TR / tP / t/E )

Å W
√

5
2 f (1)

l1 (tP) f (1)
ll (tE) Pl1(fP, u2)Pl1(f*P, u2)

fR Å 2fE Å np, [43]

1 A(fP, fE)Bl(f*P, f*E, u3)exp[if*3]Tl1U , [34]
where n is an integer (9). On the other hand, the phase fP

set by Eq. [14] is constant throughout the phase cycles inwhere
general, i.e.,

Bl(f*P, f*E, u3) Å dl
11U (u3)exp[i(f*P / f*E)]

f*P Å fP. [44]0 dl
11(u3)exp[0i(f*P / f*E)], [35]

Therefore, Eq. [40] may be rewritten asand the phase terms in Eq. [35] have been arranged by use
of Eq. [25].

During the acquisition time in the intersequence delay, Sl1(t2) Å W * f (1)
1l (t2)[Pl1(f*P, u2)]

2A(f*P, fE)
the lth-rank SQ tensor Tl1U will evolve into the first-rank SQ
tensor T11U by 1 Bl(f*P, f*E, u3)exp[i(f*3 / f*R)]. [45]

From Eq. [42], the relations between RF phases fE andTl1U

t
2

f (1)
1l (t2)T11U . [36]

f*E may be either
Then, the density operator for T11U may be written as

f*E Å fE /
p

2
[46]sl1(t2)ÅW

√
5
2 f (1)

l1 (tP) f (1)
ll (tE) f (1)

1l (t2) Pl1(fP, u2)Pl1(f*P, u2)

1 A(fP, fE)Bl(f*P, f*E, u3)exp[if*3]T11U . [37]
or

The detectable NMR signal Sl1(t2) for ISTE is given by

f*E Å fE 0
p

2
. [47]

Sl1(t2) Å 0
√
10 Tr{sl1(t2)T11}exp[ifR]. [38]

Provided that the tensor operators are orthogonal and nor- In other words, the RF phase fE can be cycled in the positive
malized, i.e., or negative direction. For these two cases denoted with su-

perscripts / and 0, respectively, the received ISTE may be
Tr{T11U T11} Å 01, [39] written as

the acquired ISTE signal Sl1(t2) may be written as
Sl1(t2)

{ Å W* f (1)
1l (t2)[Pl1(f*P, u2)]

2Cl(f*P, f*E, u3)
{

Sl1(t2) Å W *f (1)
1l (t2)Pl1(fP, u2)Pl1(f*P, u2)A(fP, fE) 1 exp[i(f*3 / f*R)], [48]

1 Bl(f*P, f*E, u3)exp[i(f*3 / fR)], [40]
where Cl(f*P, f*E, u3)

{ includes the factors determining the
where phase of ISTE as

W* Å 5f (1)
l1 (tP) f (1)

ll (tE)W. [41]
Cl(f*P, f*E, u3)

{ Å ASf*P, f*E |
p

2DBl(f*P, f*E, u3). [49]
To analyze the phase of the ISTE, the relation of RF

phases in the phase-cycling scheme needs to be considered
for the two consecutive sequences. In DQF, since the phase Substitution of A(f*P, f*E | p/2) and Bl(f*P, f*E, u3) in Eq.
of the DQ signal is a function of 2fE, the selection of DQ [49] with Eqs. [26] and [35], respectively, results in
signals is achieved by use of the phase-cycling scheme with

Cl(f*P, f*E, u3)
{ Å Dl(f*P, f*E, u3)expF{i

p

2G , [50]fE Å {
n

2
p [42]
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where Hence, from Eqs. [48] and [52],

Sl1(t2)
/ / Sl1(t2)

0 Å 0. [53]
Dl(f*P, f*E, u3) Å dl

11(u3) / dl
11U (u3)

Thus, the ISTE is clearly canceled out.0 dl
11(u3)exp[0i(2f*P / 2f*E)]

The preceding equations have been derived for arbitrary
flip angles u2 and u3 of the creation and readout RF pulses,0 dl

11U (u3)exp[i(2f*P / 2f*E)]. [51]
respectively. Furthermore, the RF phases in Eqs. [14] and
[42] are also inclusive for all the other new DQF schemesThe phases of the two terms in Eq. [51] are proportional to
(3). Therefore, the result presented in Eq. [53] is valid for2f*E in the same way as that of the actual DQ signal [details
the conventional as well as the other DQF schemes; i.e., theabout the DQ signal can be found in Ref. (3)]. Therefore,
technique presented in Ref. (1) and analyzed in this Notethe ISTE can pass through DQF in the same manner as the
can be used to eliminate the SQ breakthrough due to ISTEactual DQ signal.
in any of the DQF schemes.The technique for eliminating the ISTE can be derived
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